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President’s
Podium
President Podium
October 22, 2015
Incoming President’s Address to the Judges and Lawyers of the Northern District of Ohio Chapter of the Federal Bar Association:
By Tim L. Collins
Thank you to Judge Oliver for providing access to your courtroom, your assistance with this ceremony and your kindness to the
Federal Bar Association Chapter and to me over the years.
Thank you to the members of our Federal Court who are here this evening, and who support the Chapter in so many ways as an
organization. We are very appreciative, and remain at your service for new ideas, or carrying on those which have proven to be winners over
the years.
Thank you to my law firm for allowing me so much time dedicated to the Federal Bar Association, and other professional associations and charitable work. Primarily thanks to Tom Scanlon for the example he has provided to our firm and many others. Tom is a tireless
advocate for so many civil, professional and charitable causes in the City of Cleveland. He does not skimp in his efforts to be in the service of
others, showing his St. Ignatius roots many years removed from those hallowed halls. He thinks deeply as to the causes he is involved with,
and invests himself in those causes. There is much to be learned from his kind of volunteerism by each of us.
Thank you also goes to Chris Collins, my wife of 32 years, who is here, and my children, one who is working on his advanced degree in Boston so he cannot be here, and the other who is a new member of our law firm and co-chair of the Young Lawyers Committee for
our Chapter. Just the other day I spoke with my son on the phone and in passing told him I was sitting at the dining room table working. He
gave a knowing “Oh” response. There have been many nights and weekends spent at that dining room table, reading, writing, thinking,
pacing over client files, and matters for organizations like our Chapter, making me a familiar sight there. I know I am not alone in this, but
appreciate the consideration my family has had for me over these years, despite so much time at the office and at the dining room table.
I also wish to recognize the many Federal Bar Association Chapter Presidents who have gone before me, on the night of a change
in Chapter President. The orderly changing of leadership in government is a hallmark of U.S. democracy. While the views and personalities
of leaders may not always be consistent with the style or personal persuasions of the whole, it is the ability to transition which makes America remarkable. Volunteer professional associations also experience transition, albeit with far less hype or potential for disruption to the
organization as, e.g., the U.S. Presidency. So it is with the Northern District Ohio Chapter of the Federal Bar Association. Too soon leaders
pass through the one year post as president, ever with valiant efforts to stamp their perspectives and hoped for improvements on the Chapter.
Dennis Terez has been a vigorous leader of our Chapter in 2014-2015. Wide ranging discussions were initiated by him on many
improvements, challenging each of us to look into the future of our profession and that of our Chapter. New CLE programs based on sea
changes in the law announced by the U.S. Supreme Court, the needs of veterans returned home from recent wars, students burdened by
extreme student loan debt, and persons returning to society as exonorees from the criminal justice system, have been shaped by his personal efforts. Additionally, the idea that lasting change in our generally slow changing profession through enhanced use of social media and new
technology is beginning to penetrate our Chapter’s thinking and planning due to Dennis’ constant reminders. All these will continue to inluuence what we do as a Chapter in 2015-16, and forward. Thank you, Dennis. Continue to prod and encourage us. We look forward to having
you join the many “Active Past Presidents” who are so very involved with and important to our Chapter in every facet of what we do.
For 2015-16, we have several tasks to focus upon as a Board, and a Chapter: First, we will host The Federal Bar Association National Convention September 14-17, 2016. Second, we must maintain a healthy Chapter in terms of serving our members, increasing our membership, solidifying our finances, and holding the best CLE and social programming of any Federal Bar Association Chapter in the Country.
Certainly each of you joining and retaining your membership in the Federal Bar Association and our Chapter is a beginning point to bolstering
our Chapter. With the always supportive members of U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Ohio, our talented and dedicated Board,
and the high quality legal practitioners we count as our members, I look forward to a year full of accomplishments by our Chapter.
To begin our host efforts for the 2016 Federal Bar Association National Convention, Kip Bolin and Phil Calabrese are chairing our
Committee, and have done a great job to date. In fact, each of you should promptly contact Kip and Phil to see what interesting and challenging projects you may undertake in promoting and hosting the Convention. It is said among veterans of Federal Bar Association Conventions that the 2000 Federal Bar Association National Convention in Cleveland was the best in every way. Why not exceed that assessment in
2016?
All of this said, I look forward to an enormously challenging year, and getting to know and work with our judges, board members,
and chapter members in 2015-16. Please do not hesitate to call, e-mail, stop in for coffee, or communicate in any other way you wish as to
your thoughts, wishes, or concerns to me this year.
Tim L. Collins, Partner,
Collins & Scanlon
President, Federal Bar Association
Northern District Ohio Chapter
(216) 696-0022
tcollins@collins-scanlon.com
www.collins-scanlon.com
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Save The Date!
Join the FBA at its most diverse meeting of the year for 22 CLE
sessions on a wide variety of topics, networking with fellow federal practitioners, and FBA business meetings. Hosted this year
by the Cleveland Chapter, the convention will feature an offsite
reception for all attendees and awards luncheons honoring the
great work of dedicated practitioners, the Foundation of the FBA
and its Fellows, and FBA leaders. The convention will conclude
with the Presidential Installation Banquet, at which Hon. Michael J. Newman will be sworn in as the next FBA president. Support the Foundation of the FBA by bidding on items in the Silent
Auction—last year’s top-grossing item was a week-long ticket
for Space Camp! There’s something for everyone at the FBA Annual Meeting and Convention.

Housing Information:
Location:
The Westin Cleveland
777 St Clair Ave NE
Cleveland, OH 44114
$189.00 Singles/Doubles
$209 Triples
$219 Quads
Reservations must be made by 5:00 p.m. ET on
August 12, 2016.
Call 1-800-937-8461 today to reserve your room.
Link to Federal Bar Association 2016 Annual Meeting and Convention

Members in the News
Matt Fitzsimmons, a partner at Nicola,
Gudbranson & Cooper, just concluded
a five-year term as Chairman of the
Board of Trustees of NorthEast Ohio
Neighborhood Health Services, Inc.
(“NEON”), fka the Hough-Norwood
Clinics. NEON is a federally qualified
community health center which provides primary medical and dental care
to Cuyahoga County’s medically underserved population at six clinics in Cleveland and East Cleveland. Matt will remain as a Board Member. He has
served on the Board for 21 years.

FBA Board member Stephen H. Jett, a
partner in the Cleveland office of
Ulmer & Berne LLP, serves on the
Executive Committee for the Northeast Ohio Chapter of the Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society. All are invited to
participate in the upcoming Leukemia
& Lymphoma Society’s Light the Night
Walk. The Night Walk funds research
to find cures and ensure access to
treatments for all blood cancer patients. Friends, Family, children of all
ages, and co-workers all have the
power to save lives by forming fundraising teams and participating in the Light The Night Walk! The Light
the Night Walk will take place in Cleveland on October 9th at Wade
Oval as we celebrate survivors, support patients and remember those
lost. For more information on the event, please visit
www.lightthenight.org/noh, to make a donation go to
http://pages.lightthenight.org/noh/Clevelnd16/sjettq or call
216.264.5691.
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Remembering Civil Rights Icon Louis Stokes
By: Carter E. Strang
On August 18, 2015, Louis Stokes died at the age of 90, just two months after a diagnosis of brain and lung
cancer. He was the grandson of a slave and son of a father that died when he was three years old. His mother
worked as a maid and did her best to provide for Louis and his brother Carl as they struggled to make ends
meet while living in a public housing project in central Cleveland. Despite his humble beginnings, Louis Stokes
became Ohio’s first African-American congressman who over the course of 30 years in the House became one
of its most powerful members and used that power to focus federal attention on the nation’s poor. He also
made his mark as an attorney, participating in three cases before the United State Supreme Court, including the
landmark Terry v. Ohio case. Meanwhile, his brother Carl became the mayor of Cleveland – making him the
first African-American to be elected as the mayor of a major United States city.
I am privileged to have known Louis Stokes. We first met when I was a Shaker Heights teacher and he was a distinguished member of Congress. Regardless of his busy schedule, he would frequently visit my classroom to speak with my students.
Fast forward to 2008 when we met again: I, now a partner with Tucker Ellis and President-Elect of the Federal Bar Association Northern District of Ohio
Chapter, and Louis Stokes, retired from Congress and an attorney with what was then Squire Sanders. I had nominated him for the chapter’s newly created “Pillar of Justice Award,” and had the pleasure of both informing him he had won and later presenting it to him. Although he had received hundreds
of awards during his celebrated career, he was truly touched by this particular award because it honored him for his contributions as an attorney, which
were often overlooked due to his long and distinguished political career.
In 2009 – now as chair of the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association 3Rs Committee – I interviewed Louis Stokes as part of a video on the Equal Protection Clause and the Civil Rights Movement for use in the Cleveland and East Cleveland Municipal Schools. He had just returned from President Obama’s
inauguration. My first question to him was whether he had thought he would see the day an African-American was sworn in as our President. He
paused, and for a moment I thought he was going to lose his composure – something Louis Stokes seldom did. He shared that he had never thought it
would happen in his lifetime, and how extremely proud he was of our nation in light of the long, hard Civil Rights struggles that paved the way for it.
As I planned for my term as Cleveland Metropolitan Bar President – set to begin in June 2012 – I was aware that while the CMBA had a number of good
pipeline diversity programs, there were no opportunities for college students. I set out to remedy that by creating a program consisting of paid summer
legal internships and mentoring at law firms, courts, and legal non-profits for Cleveland and East Cleveland Municipal School District graduates interested
in careers as attorneys – the vast majority of whom are minorities that come from poverty-level households. I had no doubt who it should be named
after: Louis Stokes – not only an attorney and “Civil Rights Icon,” but also a graduate of the Cleveland public schools.
We launched the Louis Stokes Scholars Program at my inauguration, where Louis Stokes spoke about how proud he was to have his name associated
with it. He told the audience that when he graduated from law school, no such programs existed, and that he and other African-American attorneys were
barred from consideration for any jobs with Cleveland’s prestigious law firms. When he met with the first class of Louis Stokes Scholars, he urged them to
take advantage of this wonderful new opportunity.
Afterward, he sent me a handwritten note which said:
Words are truly inadequate for me to express my personal appreciation for the tributes you have given me, both in the Federal Bar Association and
now the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar. I am truly honored to have my name associated with the Bar’s Internship/Mentorship program… I treasure our
friendship. Sincerely, Lou.
Louis Stokes kept in touch with me and the Louis Stokes Scholars Program thereafter, and he participated in the Stokes Scholars graduations held at
the end of the summer internships. He was particularly impressed with a graduation presentation in 2012 by two Stokes Scholars who spoke about the
Terry v. Ohio case that Louis Stokes had handled, using actual recordings from oral argument and simulating a “Terry Search.” One of those Stokes Scholars is now a 2L in law school and the other will be attending upon graduating from college.
This summer, the CMBA held its fourth Louis Stokes Scholars Program graduation. Unfortunately, because of his health issues, Louis Stokes was unable to attend. However, his grandson Brett Hammond – an Assistant Cuyahoga County Prosecuting Attorney – attended in his grandfather’s absence and
as a mentor to a graduating Louis Stokes Scholar who interned with the Cuyahoga County Prosecutor’s Office. It is certainly gratifying to know that another generation of Stokes family members is actively involved in the program.
A great measure of our lives is the impact we have had on those that remain after our passing. By that measure – and any other – Louis Stokes’s legacy
will live on as an inspiration to others. I am grateful to have known him, to have honored him during his life, and to have played a role in keeping his
memory and legacy alive through the Louis Stokes
Carter Strang is a partner with Tucker Ellis LLP and past FBA-NDOC and CMBA
Scholars Program.
president. He is a member of the FBA-NDOC Board of Directors. Carter originated and coordinates the Tucker Ellis award-winning pipeline diversity program
which features urban school partnerships in its Cleveland, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Denver offices. He stays actively involved with the Louis Stokes Scholars Program. He can be reached at Carter.strang@tuckerellis.com.
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SO LONG...FAREWELL…GOODBYE
By Annette G. Butler
THE FEDERAL District Court for the Northern District of Ohio will be engaged in a major “life altering” event when 2016 ends. Three of our Magistrate Judges will be retiring and going on to new and different experiences. INTER ALIA wants to add its best wishes for their departures by profiling each with their
responses to a few questions that hopefully will memorialize their tenure with the Courts, as well as their dedication to their profession. Magistrate Judges
Kenneth S. McHargh, Nancy A. Vecchiarelli, and Greg White will certainly be missed!

MAGISTRATE JUDGE KENNETH S. McHARGH
Describe your journey to this honorable position.
Ultimately, during my matriculation at the College of Wooster, I was granted the opportunity to experience and understand the seemingly daily
realities of the country’s confrontation with the pursuit of equality characterizing the 1960s. That is what shaped my decision to become a lawyer. I observed that successes achieved were often the result of challenges being waged in the courts to protect or vindicate rights secured by the Constitution.
Often, those rights were denied solely because of the lack of access to quality representation, because of race or the lack of resources, and I was determined to focus my efforts to address that concern. Somewhat ironically, it was the quality of the educational experience offered at the College and the
need to challenge the institution itself that helped me to realize my calling and prepared me to be successful.
Upon graduating from the University of Connecticut School of Law, I began my career with the nationally recognized New Haven Legal Assistance
Association, where I eventually became a managing attorney and later Deputy Director. In 1979, I was appointed to the United States Attorneys Office in
the Northern District of Ohio by the then United States Attorney, the Honorable James R. Williams, at the suggestion of our current Chief Judge Solomon
Oliver, Jr., then the Chief of the Civil Division in the U.S. Attorneys Office. I served in the Criminal Division of that office until I was appointed Magistrate
Judge in 2004, then reappointed in 2012. As an Assistant U.S. Attorney, I was then and still am proud of the fact that I was asked to provide leadership to
the creation of a new investigative model that was to disrupt the most sophisticated criminal drug enterprises through coordinating the efforts of federal,
state and local law enforcement agencies with a history of non-cooperation: the Caribbean Gang Task Force and its successor, the NOLETF and the Northern Ohio HIDTA. The prediction was that this model would fail, but on the contrary it luourished, and my creation spawned what continues to serve as
models across the country for what cooperative efforts involving Assistant U.S. Attorneys and federal, state, and local law enforcement and prosecutors
can achieve.

Describe your most enjoyable experience as an attorney.
My greatest joy came from conducting trials as a litigator in federal court. That enjoyment was certainly inluuenced by the quality of judges occupying the federal bench. It is fitting that my first trial was before the Honorable George White, a person that taught me so much by his demeanor in the
courtroom and his gracious counsel throughout my career. In addition to that first trial, with a sophisticated fraud scheme involving the Ohio Lottery, he
also presided over a 7 week jury trial involving a father-and-son team of notorious con artists who made a career of preying upon the unwary.
It seemed that a dis-proportionate share of my more complex cases were assigned to former Chief Judge White, the Honorable Sam Bell, or the
Honorable David Dowd. It is difficult to have a more formidable, yet enjoyable, trio of courtrooms in which to appear. I learned so much from each of
them. In their own unique ways, each exhibited the temperament, wisdom and demeanor that inspired confidence that, at the end of the day, justice
would be well served. Of course, Judge Bell and Judge Dowd were both based in Akron, and it is appropriate to mention that they each were also graduates of the College of Wooster!

What were some of your most rewarding experiences?
Since the importance of guaranteeing equal access to the courts helped motivate my initial decision to enter the legal profession, the opportunity
to be a part of the judiciary has been a welcomed honor. That honor was made even more special by the fact that my good friend, Judge Oliver, whom I
met back in 1966, administered the oath of office to me in 2004, and now provides outstanding leadership to the Court as our Chief Judge. In addition,
since joining the bench, I have had a chance to gain even greater respect for the way the judges operate collaboratively to ensure that the federal court in
the Northern District of Ohio is a welcoming place for all litigants, without regard to their station in life. The Court’s success in that regard is facilitated by
the excellent support provided by the Clerk’s office, Pretrial Probation, Human Resources and the rest of the Court Family.”
Fortunately, the opportunity to work in the chambers of a member of the federal bench typically attracts a number of highly-qualified persons. As
a result, I have been able to hire law clerks who have and will become outstanding lawyers, without exception. Each was hired not only for their exceptional legal skills, but their ability and willingness to contribute not only to the legal profession, but to the communities wherein they reside. My current clerks,
Bob Quartell and Kristy Stuber, certainly fit that description. In addition to my law clerks, I will be forever indebted to the trio of courtroom deputies who
have served as outstanding gate keepers for my chambers, and provided the support that made my job so much easier. It is fitting that my last deputy,
Debbie Mattei, also spent 32 years of outstanding service in the courtroom of the Honorable David D. Dowd, Jr.
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What will you miss the most?
Reluecting on the role of the court and the opportunity it has provided for an elevated level of professional fulfillment after so many years of public
service, it is impossible to express what it will feel like to bring that part of my career to a close at the end of this September. It has been rewarding to
interact with lawyers of great skill and great character, including former students I had in Trial Advocacy class while teaching at Case Western and Cleveland Marshall Schools of Law. Nevertheless, I am thankful for the opportunity to serve for as long as I have, and I look forward to even greater service in
the years to come, albeit in a different capacity.

MAGISTRATE JUDGE NANCY A. VECCHIARELLI
Describe your journey to this honorable position.
I attended Miami University in Oxford, Ohio and graduated in 1972. At that time, I knew I wanted to pursue a graduate program but wanted a
more practical application than a master’s degree in English, history or political science (my major fields of study) would have provided. I was very interested in attending law school, but at that time, the idea of a law degree for a woman was extremely unconventional, as women comprised only 2 to 5% of the
entering law classes. I was fortunate to obtain a job with the Department of Labor, Labor-Management Administration, for two years. I spent the first six
months of that job in coal mines in Southeastern Ohio and West Virginia, participating in the supervision of United Mine workers elections. I also served as
a compliance officer for labor union reporting and veteran re-employment rights programs.
I entered law school at the University of Cincinnati in 1974. A great deal had changed in the two years since my undergraduate degree—women comprised approximately 25% of my entering law school class. Within a few years of my law school graduation, that number increased to approximately 50%. I
faced new challenges upon my graduation because my interest was in litigation and that, too, was unconventional. When I interviewed with firms, they
tried to persuade me to practice in the areas of probate or domestic relations instead of litigation.
My legal career began in 1977. My first mentor was the Hon. Thomas J Parrino, for whom I worked as a law clerk from 1977 to 1979 on the Eighth
District Court of Appeals. He was an exceptional jurist—extremely thoughtful and wise. His questions during oral argument were artful. He also was a
former prosecutor, and in many ways, sparked my interest in the criminal justice system. While at the Court of Appeals I had the good fortune of learning
not only from Judge Thomas Parrino, but also from the other judges, including, for example, Judges Alvin I. Krenzler (who later became a Federal District
Court Judge) and Judge Saul Stillman. I continued to cross paths with my fellow law clerks throughout my career—notably, many of those law clerks became judges or federal prosecutors. This should remind young lawyers that their lifelong friendships, career and reputation begin now! In the end, it is a
very small community.
With a hunger for trial work, I joined the U.S. Attorney’s Office in 1986, for a year in civil litigation and then 12 years in criminal litigation. I am
forever thankful to Patrick McLaughlin, who was the U.S. Attorney at the time, and who hired me and the many fine lawyers there. I loved the people, the
work and the responsibility. It was demanding, challenging, fun and rewarding. When I reminisce about those years (often with Magistrate Judge Kenneth
McHargh), I think about the many federal judges who were on our bench at the time—many of whom the younger lawyers do not know. Although some
were characters, some were great trial judges, some were great thinkers, some were extremely demanding and intimidating and some applied their own
unique rules of evidence and rules for courtroom behavior (one female lawyer was sent home for wearing a pants suit in court!), I tried to observe and
learn from all of them. After my clerkship in 1979, I joined the firm of Hahn, Loeser and Parks and began my civil litigation practice.

Describe your most “truth is stranger than fiction” event(s) that you viewed from your bench seat
or in your chambers.
There was no courthouse in Youngstown. Court in Cleveland was held in the old courthouse where prisoners, witnesses and jurors
shared the same elevators. There was no case management system. There were no electronics in the courtrooms. There was no ECF; having a complete
file, determining which motions were outstanding, and maintaining a file without spilling coffee on original documents were not always the easiest tasks!
Very little, if any, work was done on computers until the late 80s. ECF was not fully implemented until the turn of the century. I have many stories some
outrageous, some very humorous, some stranger than fiction and many fond memories of that time, most of which are better left off the record.

Describe one of your most pleasant duties as a Magistrate Judge.
One of the pleasurable duties of a Magistrate Judge is to conduct naturalization ceremonies. At these ceremonies I always remark that all 4 of my
grandparents were Italian immigrants and when they arrived at Ellis Island, I am sure that in their wildest dreams they never would have believed that they
would have a granddaughter who would be a judge and administer the oath of citizenship to immigrants like them. I suggest to the new citizens that
someday, they may have a daughter, son or grandchild conducting these ceremonies.

If you have made plans for life after the bench, what are they?
nd

I will retire on July 22 and expect to spend time with my husband, my dog, my family and a few lifelong friends, enjoying a few of my many
hobbies: golf, cooking, working out, reading, learning to play a musical instrument and speak Italian, traveling, volunteering, and taking care of and organizing my house and yard. I don’t think there will be enough hours in the day.
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(continued from page 5)

What will you miss the most?
The 90s brought many changes to our bench and a number of new federal judges—Judges Oliver, Wells, O’Malley, Nugent, and Gaughan. I had
the privilege of practicing before all of them before becoming a Magistrate Judge in 1998 and have had the ability to appreciate their strengths and different styles not only as wonderful colleagues, but also from a practitioner’s perspective. Subsequently, Judges Economus, Polster, Gwin, Adams, Boyko, Lioi
and Pearson joined the bench. New Magistrate Judges joined the ranks. I am honored to have them all as colleagues and will miss the working relationships I have had with them. Leaving those working relationships, the interactions with the lawyers and the tremendous people that work at or with the
Court is the downside of retirement. The upside is that I expect to have many continuing and lifelong friendships.

Do you have any words of wisdom that you would like to share?
The advice I would give to young lawyers is to remember that the practice of law is an honorable profession and we are all privileged to be a part
of it. No one accomplishes anything completely on his or her own. We all need the support and guidance of family, friends and mentors. Be respectful of
each other and remember that your career—hopefully and God willing—will be a long one, and the relationships and reputation you build will follow you.

MAGISTRATE JUDGE GREG WHITE
The Honorable Greg White retired from the bench in February, 2016 after eight years of outstanding service. He previously served as United
States Attorney for the Northern District of Ohio for five years, preceded by nearly two decades as Lorain County Prosecutor. Almost immediately following
his retirement from the bench, Greg was chosen by Cleveland’s Mayor Frank J. Jackson to serve as coordinator of the implementation of the Consent Decree entered into between the City of Cleveland and the United States Department of Justice. He was sworn in on Friday April 1, 2016. Because of the intense nature of this new assignment, Greg was unable to share his thoughts as he left the bench, but we are certain that he will keep INTER ALIA apprised
of his future accomplishments in his new role.
Annette Garner Butler is a former President of the Northern District of Ohio Chapter of the Federal Bar Association, former AUSA, and former
Judge of the Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas. She currently serves as Assistant Law Director in Cleveland.

Capital Hill Day
April 15,2016

Aaron Buloff; Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur;
Tony Vegh, PresidentElect, ND Ohio Chapter

Tony Vegh, President-Elect, ND Ohio Chapter
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Awards
Boots Fisher Award Presentation
By Aaron Bulloff
“We make a living by what we get. We make a life by what we give.”
I am here from the Northern District of Ohio Chapter.
It is my distinct pleasure to quote Churchill and to present the FBA’s boots fisher award. The award is annually made to a Federal Bar Association member
for outstanding community, public, and charitable service.
It’s $1000 check is funded by the Northern District of Ohio Chapter through the FBA foundation and goes to the recipient’s choice of charity.
The award was created by former national president Stan Fisher in memory of his first wife, Elaine “Boots” Fisher. He wished to honor her passion to civic
and charitable service, which began simply by helping a girlfriend whose child was stricken with cerebral palsy.
From that personal situation she became the face in Cleveland in the fight against this disease. Helping just one person grew into a lifetime of community
service to many causes and an FBA legacy. Sadly, she died from illness at age 58, not long before her daughter married my nephew.
Our selection committee, comprised of members of our chapter and three federal judges outside of Northern Ohio, seeks to continue that legacy by selecting someone whose efforts are above and beyond what we do in our daily legal employment.
Rather, the award intentionally seeks to follow the credo of Albert Schweitzer.
“You must give some time to your fellow men. Even if it’s a little thing, do something for others-something for which you get no pay but the privilege of
doing it.”
Rebecca Kanter, Assistant United States Attorney in San Diego, embodies boots fisher’s passion for service. Let me bullet point only a few of her activities:



She is a volunteer with the San Diego Coastkeeper, a non-profit organization helping to protect the county’s waters and a member of its hall of fame



She is president of the board of directors of Wildcoast, a bi-national organization protecting coastal and marine ecosystems



She is a volunteer to the University of California Irvine’s Law School student mentoring program



She is a founding member of the San Diego Leadership Alliance, a non-profit organization identifying and promoting new, young community leaders in
the San Diego area



She is a frequent speaker and moot court judge at programs put on by local law schools, as well as a board member of and chairman of various programs put on by the Lawyers Club, San Diego’s second largest bar association and the Association Directed Towards Equality for Women Professionals



She is the co-chair of the San Diego chapter’s inaugural Women in Law Conference, being held next month



She is a donor and volunteer for Working Wardrobes for a New Start, which not only selects clothing to assist individuals challenged in entering the
work force, but also providing employment training and opportunities as well



Finally, my favorite, Rebecca climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro as part of the effort of Summit 4 Stem Cell to raise funds for stem cell research to combat Parkinson’s disease

Even this partial listing shows that Rebecca Kanter has scaled tremendous heights of community, public, and charitable service to merit her receipt of this
wonderful award. Rebecca, would you please come forward.
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FBA Elaine “Boots” Fisher Award
September 11, 2015 Fellows Luncheon
Rebecca Kanter Thank you Remarks
Thank you so much to the FBA, but in particular the Northern District of Ohio Chapter for this amazing honor. The only other San Diegan I know of to
have won this award is one of my role models, the great Margaret McKeown of the Ninth Circuit bench, and I am so honored to be in such esteemed
company.
I also want to thank the FBA San Diego chapter, including my friend and our current president Joe Leventhal who is here today, for the support and nomination.
One of the most exciting parts of this award – besides having my picture in the program on the same page as Senator Hatch – is that it comes with a financial award that I get to direct to a charity of my choice. I have divided the award between two organizations that I am currently very active with and
on the Boards of, and have been asked to use my time to tell you a bit about those two organizations.
The first organization is WiLDCOAST, a binational 501(c)(3) based in San Diego and Baja California, that protects and conserves significant coastal and
marine ecosystems and wildlife. This work includes cleaning up the Tijuana river estuary, purchasing thousands of acres of coastline in the Baja peninsula
for preservation, securing conversation casements to protect grey whale calving lagoons in Laguna San Ignacio, sea turtle nesting beaches in Oaxaca and
coral reefs in Cabo Pulmo. Right now, two of WiLDCOAST’s newest and most significant projects include protecting mangroves in Bahia Magdalena and
elsewhere in Baja, which are critical for mitigating the effects of climate change and seal level rise; and developing and implementing alternative enforcement and management programs for Southern California’s marine protected areas (MPAs).
I have been a Board Member with WiLDCOAST for over four years, and the President of the Board for two years. I was inspired to this mitzvah by my
father, who is a marine biologist and introduced me to the wonders of the natural world and the beauty of Baja’s natural coastline from as early as I can
remember. He isn’t here today, but I am very grateful to him for helping me become the person I am today.
I also have to credit my family with supporting me in my academic achievements, which eventually led me to law school. That brings me to my second
designated charity, Lawyers Club’s Fund for Justice. Lawyers Club of San Diego is San Diego’s feminist bar association and is actually the second largest
bar association in San Diego (after the San Diego County Bar Association). The mission of Lawyers Club is to advance the status of women in law and society. Part of the way Lawyers Club pursues this mission is through its 501(c)(3) arm, the Fund for Justice (FFJ). Every year, FFJ provides grants to support
organizations in San Diego that service “at risk” women and girls. Since its creation in 1997, FFJ has made 86 grants totaling $235,000 to 35 non-profit
organizations. These organizations have included the Juvenile Court Book Club, the San Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program’s Domestic Violence Clinic,
Voices for Children, Girl Scouts, and the Bilateral Safety Corridor Coalition.
I was elected to the Lawyers Club Board in April after several years of active involvement as a committee chair, but I was not always so active in gender
equality causes. I went through most of my educational career taking for granted the struggle of the women who came in the generations before me
who fought for the political, educational, and professional opportunities my generation enjoyed. I took for granted that if I wanted to go to law school
and become a federal prosecutor, that was an opportunity naturally available to me. But as I’ve progressed through my professional career, I’ve come to
realize how much farther we have to go to achieve gender equity, including eliminating unequal pay, the confidence gap, unconscious bias, and ensure
access to reproductive health care, challenges that are further magnified for women of color. I am very grateful for the FBA for allowing me to direct
funds to WiLDCOAST and Lawyers Club’s Fund for Justice to support my twin passions of environmental conservation and gender equality.
And lastly, I want to extend a final thank you to my husband of almost two years, David Finn, who himself received an FBA award yesterday from the
Younger Lawyers Division. I’m extraordinarily proud of him for his own success and accomplishments, and grateful for his support of my many extracurricular activities and community service. Even before we were dating, David began to embrace my many pet causes as his own. When I was on the Board
of the Allegro Society, the young professionals group within the La Jolla Music Society that works to inspire a younger generation to appreciate and support the fine arts, David joined the music society and attended a symphony even in an effort to woo me. When I took a trip down to Laguna San Ignacio
in Baja California Sur to visit one to the areas WiLDCOAST works to conserve, David was right there with me in the ponga boat petting and kissing the
baby grey whales. He even joined Lawyers Club in order to be eligible to vote for me when I ran for a seat on the board. He walked in a gay pride parade
with me, joined me at a Working Wardrobe’s Men’s Career Day to help select professional clothing for men who were trying to rejoin the workforce after
being in jail, suffering from homelessness, or military vets with PTSD. He is endlessly supportive as a spouse and partner, and I am so very grateful for
that support.
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Earl W. Kintner Award Introduction
By Joyce Kitchens
September 19, 2015
It is my very great pleasure to present the Earl W. Kintner award. For many years, Earl Kintner was the glue that held the organization together. He
organized the Federal Bar Building Corporation and raised the funds to purchase two buildings in Washington DC that were the predecessors of our
current home, without using one penny of FBA money. He organized the Federal Bar Foundation, to teach us that lawyers should give as well as
receive. When we had budget shortages of $100,000, $150,000, or $200,000, he would write a check to balance the budget. He was an amazing
man. We can never repay him, but we keep trying.
The Kintner award is given to someone who embodies Earl’s characteristics; that is the person that is the glue that holds the organization together. If
you value the qualities of loyalty, fidelity, passion for the FBA, and intelligence, then you will appreciate the gifts that Aaron Bulloff has brought to the
FBA. He has labored in the FBA fields for over 30 years. He started off as a chapter officer/president. He has worked tirelessly on the national level
serving on any number of committees. When I was President, he was my go-to guy. When the Foundation had an unexpected vacancy, he stepped up
to the plate. He has never said no to anyone who asked for help.
Look at Aaron. He is a face of the FBA. I want you to be able to recognize him because he is a very valuable resource. If ever you need help with any
FBA matter, ask him. He will do his very best, with grace and love.

Kitner Acceptance Speech
By: Aaron Bulloff
President Moreland, President Vincent, Members and Guests, and Fran Bulloff,
Thank you, Joyce, for reading so well the introduction that I wrote. Ladies and Gentlemen, can we also thank the Utah Chapter leadership and our
National’s staff for giving us such a wonderful convention!
When I first started attending National Council meetings, I was known to a number of you as COMMON MAN. If you remember that, raise your hand,
whistle, cheer. Common Man was not interested in hearing how many FBA angels could dance on heads of pins. Rather, he requested common-sense,
straight forward answers to the issues of the day. So HOW is it that a common guy receives a very extraordinary award?
Fast forward to when I retired the end of 2014. I terminated my affiliation with all legal events and associations, save one—the Federal Bar Association.
So WHY solely the FBA?
For me, the answers to these two questions are intertwined.
First, how many of you know of Earl Kintner as more than just a name?
When I started my practice in 1971, in DC, I quickly learned that he was the legal MAN in DC. But for our purposes tonight, I learned that it was he who
saved the FBA from association extinction, by giving his prestige and his wallet to it, and making sure by the force of his personality and position that
the FBA stayed relevant. Now quickly arc over to last year’s Kintner Award recipient, Larry Thompson, VP and GC of Pepsico, a lawyer’s lawyer himself.
I believe I was able to be seen as a nominee for this award by the height I achieved by standing on the shoulders of these legal giants and of the award
recipients in between in emulating their service to the Association.
For me, the FBA is THE organization where ANYONE, common or otherwise, can be seen, simply by grabbing onto the opportunities to serve. Those
opportunities are not at the top of some hierarchical ladder. They are there for the volunteering. You can read of my efforts to serve in my bio. Yours
are out there for the taking, and I can assure you standing here tonight, you receive fantastic personal reward from what you give.
So I stay with the FBA for two reasons. The first is having the opportunities to serve. The second is that I have an abiding affection for so many of you.
Some of you I see more frequently than I see my own children. I’ve been to a number of your homes, and you have been to mine. I’ve shut down some
bars with many of you—is it OK to say that tonight Judge Bacharach? I solved ALL of the world’s problems with Ashley Belleau at 3:00 a.m. one night—
I’m talking cancer, the economy, the Middle East; I’m even talking FBA by-laws amendments—but we were too hammered at breakfast to remember
how we did that. When some of you have misguidedly argued with me at the National Council meeting microphone, we just laugh about it so hard at
Fellows dinner afterwards. And seriously, when one of us gets ill in Idaho, or gets hurt in Washington State, you are in Fran’s and my nightly prayers. So
I think of Robert Goulet singing that famous Broadway refrain, “No never could I leave the FBA at all.”
To sum up, let me thank my Chapter for nominating me, the Committee for selecting me, and my wife
Fran for supporting my FBA activities. I was most surprised and thrilled when I received the Kintner
Award news because there are so many extraordinarily worthy future recipients sitting in this very
audience. To all those people, thank you for not being nominated until next year, and to everyone,
thank you so much for presenting this common guy a most uncommon award.

Aaron H. Bulloff
Kadish Hinkel & Weibel LPA
216.696.3030, x102
Member of the Board of Directors
of the FBA-NDOC
abulloff@khwlaw.com
www.khwlaw.com
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Articles or In the News
“Take-Home” Asbestos Case Dismissed by
Illinois Federal Court
By Carter E. Strang
MARCH 2016
In Neumann v. Borg-Warner Morse TEC LLC, et al. (No. 15 C 10507), the U.S. District Court, Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division
dismissed a case brought by Doris Jane Neumann alleging that her mesothelioma was caused by “take-home” exposure to asbestos from
her son’s clothing that she washed.
The asbestos-containing products at issue were friction paper and other materials supplied or manufactured by the defendants and used
by plaintiff’s son in his occupation as a gas station attendant and mechanic from 1970 to 1974.
Plaintiff alleged that defendants were negligent, breaching their duty to exercise ordinary care to avoid injury to the end users of their
products.
The district court looked to Illinois state court decisions to properly apply Illinois law on “take-home” claims. In doing so, it noted a split in
Illinois state appellate courts on whether a duty is owed to “take-home” plaintiffs and that the Illinois Supreme Court had declined to address the issue.
In light of the split of authority, the district court applied federal common law, which states that when faced with “two opposing and
equally plausible interpretations of state law,” the interpretation that restricts rather than expands liability is to be followed. Plaintiff’s
claims would expand liability and, thus, were dismissed.
Whether a duty is owned to a “take-home” asbestos plaintiff remains an open question in Illinois and many other jurisdictions, including in
California where it is currently before the California Supreme Court.
For an in-depth summary of “take-home” rulings in all jurisdictions, see “Take-Home Asbestos Claims: The Evolving Litigation Landscape,
6th Annual Jurisdictional Update,” by Carter Strang, Karen Ross, and Madeline Dennis of Tucker Ellis LLP, published in Columns-Asbestos,
HarrisMartin, November 2015.

Carter E. Strang is a partner in the Cleveland
office of Tucker Ellis LLP and past president
of the FBA-NDOC and the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association. He is a recipient of
the FBA’s 2013 Elaine R. “Boots” Fisher
Award for exemplary community, public and
charitable service.
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From Global to Community-Based Businesses: the Expanding Universe of Anti-Money Laundering
Oversight and Sanctions under the Bank Secrecy Act
By Virginia A. Davidson
From global banks to community banks, casinos to consumer lenders, and to many others in-between, anti-money laundering laws, including the Bank
Secrecy Act (BSA), are having an increasingly significant impact on different types of businesses. Below is a brief description of who needs to know about
the BSA now, what they need to know and do about it, and how it has impacted others who did not take certain crucial, cautionary steps.

Background
As one of the many anti-money laundering laws and regulations (referred to as “AML”), the BSA requires financial institutions to assist U.S. government
agencies to detect and prevent money laundering and international terrorism. It requires financial institutions to establish recordkeeping and reporting
programs, and specifically tasks them with keeping records of cash purchases of negotiable instruments, filing reports of cash transactions exceeding certain daily aggregate amounts, and reporting suspicious activity that may signify criminal enterprise such as money laundering or tax evasion. Government
agencies such as the U.S. Treasury and federal banking agencies, including the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency, play a critical role in implementing BSA regulations. A bureau of the U.S. Treasury, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”), is
a delegated administrator of the BSA. FinCEN promulgates regulations and interpretive guidance and enforces civil action under the BSA. With its target
on money laundering, transnational organized crime, and cyber security threats, FinCEN focuses its efforts on compromised financial institutions and their
employees.
Federal bank agencies and FinCEN can bring civil money penalty actions for violations of the BSA. Criminal sanctions for willful violations of the BSA include both individual and institutional penalties. For example, individuals who willfully violates the BSA can be subject to a criminal fine of up to $250,000
or five years in prison, or both. An individual who commits such a violation while violating another U.S. law, or engaging in a pattern of criminal activity,
can be subject to a fine of up to $500,000 or ten years in prison, or both. Individuals may be removed from the banking industry for such violations unless
their acts are deemed inadvertent or unintentional. Institutions face criminal money penalties up to the greater of $1 million or twice the value of the
transaction. So, who are the institutions and individuals that need to worry about the BSA?

Financial Institutions (and soon perhaps Investment Advisors) - Comply Here
The BSA applies to “financial institutions” 31 CFR 1010.100(t), which includes, among others, banks, money services businesses (including check cashers
and money transmitters), securities and commodities firms (brokers/dealers, mutual funds, commodities traders), insurance companies, precious metal
dealers, and loan or finance companies, pawnbrokers, casinos and card clubs. Any company that makes loans as part of its sales business -- even car dealerships -- could be subject to the BSA.
A recent FinCEN notice of proposed rulemaking would further add investment advisors to the list. The proposal would 1) bring SEC-registered investment
advisers under BSA reporting requirements, 2) establish minimum standards for AML programs and 3) apply Suspicious Activity Reporting (”SAR”) requirements to advisers. The notice and comment period for the proposed rule expired on November 2, 2015. Compliance would be required six months after
the final rules are adopted but commentators do not expect that the proposed expansion will have much additional impact on investment advisors since
many are already subject to these regulatory requirements as broker dealers.
If you find yourself on this list, what should you be doing?

B is for Bespoke: Customize Your AML Program to Your BSA Risks
Covered businesses should comply with BSA mandates by adopting AML policies and procedures, as well as regular auditing, customized to applicable risk
assessments.

AML policies and procedures must adhere to four minimum requirements:
1.

2.

3.

4.

A System of Internal Controls: An AML program must establish and implement policies, procedures, and internal controls, to manage, monitor, and
control risks. The BSA requires financial institutions to keep transaction data for five years; and customer identification data for 5 years from account closure.
Independent Review: The program must include periodic independent testing by qualified company personnel or a third party. The tester must be
independent (whether in-house or external), the test should done every 12-18 months depending on risk profile, and the test can be a risk-based
process.
BSA Officer: Someone who is knowledgeable about FinCEN’s requirements must be appointed as the officer responsible for implementing and monitoring the program and ensuring compliance with the BSA. The BSA Officer must be designated by the board of directors and have sufficient authority, knowledge and resources.
Training: An appropriately designed AML program must include ongoing employee training relevant to job functions and must help employees recognize potential signs of money laundering. Training must be documented and should be tailored to specific job duties, address regulatory requirements, reference bank policies, procedures, and processes; and should be performed on an ongoing basis so as to reiterate employee responsibilities.
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BSA regulations require all financial institutions to submit an array of reports to the government. Those forms include, among others, FinCEN Form
112 (formerly Form 104) Currency Transaction Report (“CTR”), Form 105 Report of International Transportation of Currency or Monetary Instruments
(“CMIR”), Form 114 (formerly Treasury Department Form 90-22.1) Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts (“FBAR”), Treasury Department Form 9022.47 and OCC Form 8010-9, 8010-1 Suspicious Activity Report (“SAR”); and FinCEN Form 110 Designations of Exempt Persons (related to CTR filings only).
As might be expected, each filing requirement has individual mandatory guidelines that depend on many factors including the roles and responsibilities of
the individuals involved, the type of conduct committed and the amount of money. It is obviously important to know them all and keep them clearly focused on, and complied with, in your business.

Audit to Analyze and Refine Your Approach
Re-evaluate AML policies and procedures to make sure they comply with the BSA and implementing regulations. Review AML compliance programs to ensure they are effective and that they are aggressively and consistently applied. Conduct routine audits of AML compliance systems to ensure
that they actually detect and alert on trigger factors for suspicious activity reports. Finally, be vigilant in identifying and following up when reporting suspicious activity. Compliance is always easier said than done, and takes significant cost, time and focus from the entire institution, but the alternatives are far
worse.

An Active Year for Oversight and Penalties
Recent settlements resolving BSA/AML violations show not only the severity of the sanctions but also the expanding universe of financial transactions and businesses being focused on by regulators.

First National Community Bank in Dunmore, Pennsylvania
On February 27, 2015, FinCEN entered into a settlement with First National Community Bank in Dunmore, Pennsylvania, requiring the bank to
pay $1.5 million in civil penalties for failing to identify red luags and timely report suspicious activities in accounts controlled by its then board member and
former state judge, Michael Conahan.
With 19 branches and approximately $1 billion in assets, FNCB is a relatively modest community bank in Pennsylvania. FinCEN determined that
FNCB willfully violated the reporting requirements of the BSA when it failed to detect or adequately report transactions that raised red luags that should
have alerted the bank to potential illicit activity and should have caused the bank to file SARs. The red luags included: (1) a law enforcement subpoena
submitted in 2007 for information related to Conahan and other individuals and entities; (2) activity occurring as early as 2005, prior to receiving the subpoena involving many large, round-dollar transactions often occurring on a single day; and (3) an abnormal volume of activity compared to account balances. FinCEN determined that these red luags should have caused FNCB to conduct further review and analysis of related accounts and ultimately file suspicious activity reports.

Commerzbank
Another example of regulators’ increasingly aggressive pursuit of BSA violations is the March 11, 2015, Commerzbank settlement. The case resolved separate investigations by U.S. and New York State regulators and law enforcement. The $1.45 billion settlement includes $718 million in sanctions
and $734 million in AML-related penalties. Commerzbank’s specific BSA violations included failures to: maintain an effective AML program, file suspicious
activity reports, and establish due diligence for foreign correspondent accounts.
Commerzbank is a global financial institution headquartered in Frankfurt, Germany with operations throughout the U.S. In addition to other serious sanctions violations, Commerzbank was accused of allowing a corporate client to use the bank in perpetrating a massive accounting fraud scheme designed to conceal millions of dollars in losses from creditors. The bank admitted that its affiliate helped to create and fund special purpose vehicles used to
fraudulently represent the client’s finances to investors. The DOJ found that while Commerzbank did have an AML program in place, the program was
riddled with inefficiencies, hampered by slow response times to AML system alerts, and constrained by poor communication among different branches’
compliance officers. The DOJ further determined that Commerzbank failed to conduct basic due diligence of foreign correspondent banks and that transactions routed through these branches and affiliates could have aided in money laundering activity.

Bank of Mingo in Williamson, West Virginia
In June 2015, the Bank of Mingo in Williamson, West Virginia (“Mingo”) admitted to processing millions of dollars in structured and suspicious
cash transactions as a result of severe and systematic failures in its AML program. Mingo’s failures resulted in a total penalty of $4.5 million, which runs
concurrently with FDIC and DOJ penalties. FinCEN stated that Mingo had significant deficiencies in all aspects of its AML program, including its internal
controls, independent testing, training of personnel, and designation of a BSA officer with sufficient resources to adequately oversee its BSA compliance
program. The branch manager was convicted in April 2014 of knowingly making a false statement to federal law enforcement agents during an investigation of that scheme in order to evade BSA reporting requirements.
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Recent enforcement actions brought by regulatory agencies indicate increasing scrutiny not only on large financial institutions but also mid-size
financial institutions and other businesses, reinforcing the importance of a satisfactory BSA/AML compliance program, as defined by the regulatory
agencies. Such a program must include adequate staffing and resources to handle alerts and to timely react to suspicious activity. The Commerzbank and
other enforcement actions signal a possible growing expectation that, where suspicions have been identified, international branches and affiliates must
make customer due diligence information available to U.S. branches or affiliates to the extent the customers’ transactions are cleared through the U.S.
The Mingo case offers an example of the need for a robust compliance program that would either prevent individual employee wrongdoing, or at least
minimize the harm to a business.
Notably, by requiring removal of certain employees deemed responsible for misconduct, these enforcement actions also demonstrate U.S.
enforcement agencies’ increased focus on personal accountability. BSA Officers and bank managers must understand what responsibility they have to
ensure the filing of suspicious activity reports when there is reason to suspect that fraud, money laundering, or other criminal activity have occurred.
These red luags must trigger the appropriate SARs and CTRs. FinCEN appears to view the failure of a financial institution to appropriately react as an
affirmative act to withhold critical information from law enforcement.
In short, BSA requirements apply to a number of businesses that are considered financial institutions, and those are only some of the many AML
regulations and laws that may apply. Whether you are a large international financial institution, a local bank, or otherwise responsible for monitoring
consumer transactions, failure to implement an effective AML program could result in costly penalties. Covered businesses should work to maintain
compliance with their BSA mandates by adopting and periodically auditing their AML policies and procedures, making certain they are customized to
existing risks.

Virginia A. Davidson, a former assistant U.S. attorney, chairs the white collar defense and investigations practice at Calfee, Halter &
Griswold in Cleveland. She can be reached at 216-622-8588 or vdavidson@calfee.com.

“Metaphysical” Members of Unincorporated Entities: The United States Supreme Court
Determines Trust’s Citizenship for Federal Diversity Jurisdiction Purposes
By: Elizabeth R. Emanuel and Matthew D. Gurbach
In the first days of law school, professors instruct their students on the Constitutional and statutory metes and bounds of diversity jurisdiction in federal
court. New lawyers do not give much thought to the existence of diversity jurisdiction and can easily recite the statutory monetary and citizenship
requirements without much reluective thought. Nonetheless, nuances emerge when federal courts apply those rules to real world cases involving litigants
with ambiguous citizenship. Article III courts assiduously guard their doors, stringently evaluating the citizenship of all litigants that enter. Earlier this year,
the United States Supreme Court again pronounced that lower federal courts must strictly evaluate a party’s citizenship when determining whether they
may exercise jurisdiction over a particular dispute.

The Case
On March 7, 2016, the United States Supreme Court analyzed and determined the citizenship of a “real estate investment trust” (“REIT”) organized under
Maryland law for federal diversity jurisdiction purposes. In one of the last oral arguments heard by the late Justice Antonin G. Scalia, the Court issued a
unanimous opinion in Americold Realty Trust that resolved a conluict among the Courts of Appeals, stating:
Federal law permits federal courts to resolve certain nonfederal controversies between “citizens” of different States. This rule is easy
enough to apply to humans, but can become metaphysical when applied to legal entities. This case asks how to determine the
citizenship of a “real estate investment trust,” an inanimate creature of Maryland law. We answer: While humans and corporations can
assert their own citizenship, other entities take the citizenship of their members. Americold Realty Tr. v. ConAgra Foods, Inc., 136 S. Ct.
1012, 1014 (2016).
The plaintiff corporations sued defendant Americold, a REIT, in a Kansas state court based upon a contract dispute between the parties. Defendant
Americold exercised its 28 U.S.C. § 1446 rights and removed the suit to the United States District Court for the District of Kansas on the uncontested basis
of diversity of citizenship. Following discovery, the District Court granted summary judgment in favor of defendant Americold. The plaintiff corporations
subsequently appealed to the Tenth Circuit. After the parties filed their merits briefs, the Tenth Circuit disregarded the factual issues of the case and sua
sponte sought to review the parties’ basis for diversity jurisdiction when it requested supplemental briefing as to whether the District Court’s exercise of
jurisdiction was appropriate.
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Despite both parties’ stipulation that diversity of citizenship between the parties existed, the Tenth Circuit found there was no evidence on the record
establishing the citizenship of defendant Americold’s beneficiaries. On that basis alone, the Tenth Circuit remanded the case to the District Court to vacate
its judgment on the merits and to further remand the case to state court.
Upon appeal, the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the Tenth Circuit’s decision and further clarified issues relating to citizenship of unincorporated entities for
federal diversity jurisdiction purposes – a non-issue for cases brought under federal question jurisdiction. The Court prominently reiterated its “oftrepeated rule” that unincorporated entities possess the citizenship of all its members.

Implications and Applications
“Members” of Unincorporated Entities
The U.S. Supreme Court’s oft-repeated rule applies to all unincorporated entities, i.e., any entity that is not registered and duly incorporated with the corporate filing office of the state in which it is organized. The Court clarified that the citizenship of each owner or person comprising the association is imputed when determining the citizenship of an unincorporated entity.
The Court’s analysis in Americold Realty Trust relied upon Maryland law, the state of defendant Americolds establishment. Under the Maryland Corporations and Associations Code, a REIT is an “unincorporated business trust or association” in which property is held and managed “for the benefit and profit
of any person who may become a shareholder.” The Code defines shareholders as having “ownership interests” and votes in the trust as a result of their
“shares of beneficial interest.” Aligning with its decision in Carden v. Arkoma Assocs., 494 U.S. 185, 110 S. Ct. 1015 (1990) in which it summarized that
members of a joint-stock company are its shareholders, members of a partnership are its partners, and members of a union are the workers affiliated with
it, the Court concluded that a REIT’s members are its shareholders. Because there was no evidence in the record establishing the citizenship of each of
defendant Americold’s shareholders, the District Court improperly exercised jurisdiction.
Importantly, plaintiffs sued defendant Americold in its artificial capacity, rather than bringing suit against the trustee. The Court criticized the parties for
conluating its decision in Navarro Savings Ass’n. v. Lee, 446 U.S. 458, 100 S. Ct. 1779 (1980) in which a trustee’s citizenship was at issue as a named party to
the suit. Thus, the considerations herein should only be applied in cases in which the trust itself is a named party, rather than to all diversity lawsuits concerning trusts.
Important Practical Considerations
1. There is not much of a stronger message federal courts can send than when it exercises its power to dismiss a case for lack of subject matter jurisdiction
on its own accord, at any time, even after the parties’ stipulation and thousands of dollars were spent litigating the case in lower courts. The U.S. Supreme
Court’s decision in Americold Realty Trust makes it abundantly clear that your case in federal court is always ripe for jurisdictional analysis. Thus, litigators
need to ensure that their bases for diversity jurisdiction are unassailable at all times. Delving into court-imposed jurisdiction minutiae is significantly expensive, time-consuming, and undoubtedly takes away from adjudicating the merits of the case.
2. Litigators determining the members of unincorporated entities for diversity jurisdiction purposes need to dig deep into this analysis. This determination
can be onerous when dealing with large companies, such as publically-traded REITs, looking to sue or being sued in federal courts because they likely have
innumerable members throughout the United States.
3. This decision undoubtedly emphasizes the significance of issues relating to those drafting entity formation documents and contractual relationships with
unincorporated entities. These considerations particularly apply to documents relating to unincorporated entities that consent, anticipate a lawsuit against
it, or seek to sue someone in a federal court in the United States.
By Elizabeth R. Emanuel and Matthew D. Gurbach, both members of the Litigation Practice Group at Benesch, Friendlander, Coplan &
Aronoff LLP.
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President Obama Signs Law Creating Federal Cause of Action for Trade Secret Theft
By Stephen H. Jett and John F. Bennett
On Wednesday, May 11, 2016, President Obama signed into law the Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016 ("DTSA"), which amends the Economic Espionage
Act of 1996 and, most notably, creates a federal civil cause of action for trade secret misappropriation. The DTSA received strong bipartisan support, passing unanimously in the Senate 87-0 and passing 410-2 in the House of Representatives.
Before enactment of the DTSA, parties could only bring claims for trade secret misappropriation under state law, but the individual states have not consistently implemented or enforced laws for trade secret misappropriation. Although the DTSA does not preempt states' trade secrets laws, the DTSA's perhaps
most-touted advantage is that it brings a uniform framework for claims for trade secret misappropriation—at least claims brought under the new DTSA.

The Definitions of "Trade Secret" and "Misappropriation" Are Consistent with State Law
In large part, the DTSA is consistent with the Uniform Trade Secrets Act ("UTSA"), which most states have adopted. Importantly, the definitions of
"misappropriation" and "trade secret" are nearly identical under both the DTSA and the UTSA.
"Misappropriation" under the DTSA includes improper acquisition, use, or disclosure of a trade secret. And a "trade secret" covers "all forms and types of"
information, where:
the owner … has taken reasonable measures to keep such information secret; and
the information derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable
through proper means by, another person who can obtain economic value from the disclosure or use of the information.
The DTSA therefore can protect against misappropriation of virtually any type of company information, so long as the information has value and companies take reasonable steps to keep the information secret.

Ex Parte Seizures
The DTSA also includes a much-debated and somewhat controversial "ex parte seizure" provision, which allows plaintiffs to ask courts to order law enforcement officials to seize any property "necessary to prevent the propagation or dissemination of the trade secret." For parties to avail themselves of
this provision, however, they must provide an affidavit or verified complaint attesting to, among other things, that the information is indeed a "trade secret" and that the defendant actually has possession of it. Moreover, such relief can only be granted under "extraordinary circumstances," such as where
an injunction would be inadequate. To further curb abuse of this provision, damages may be awarded to the defendant for "wrongful or excessive" seizure.

Whistleblower Protection and Mandatory Notice
The DTSA includes an immunity provision, protecting from criminal and civil liability disclosures of trade secrets made "in confidence" to governmental
officials or "solely for the purpose of reporting or investigating a suspected violation of law."
For businesses, this immunity provision is particularly important because the DTSA requires employers to provide notice of this immunity to employees
and contractors in any agreement that "governs the use of a trade secret." The notice must appear in all such agreements "entered into or updated
after the date of enactment [of the DTSA.]" Employers who fail to provide the required notice will be prohibited from receiving enhanced damages or
attorney fees from employees or contractors who did not receive the notice.
The DTSA provides greater access to the federal courts for misappropriation claims and will most certainly increase trade secret litigation. Not only should
businesses audit their agreements related to trade secrets to determine whether the immunity notice is required, passage of the DTSA can serve as a reminder to revisit policies for protecting valuable trade secret information.

Stephen H. Jett, Partner,
Ulmer & Berne LLP
216.583.7138
sjett@ulmer.com
www.ulmer.com

John F. Bennett, Counsel,
Ulmer & Berne LLP
513.698.5152
jbennett@ulmer.com
www.ulmer.com
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